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Grand Hotel Majestic –
 formerly known as the
“Baglioni” hotel – is situated in
the heart of Bologna, a short
walk from the historical center
and its beautiful churches. The
impressive building was
designed by architect Alfonso
Torreggiani by request of
Cardinal Prospero Lambertini,
who became Papa Benedetto
XIV in 1740.

All rooms (Classic, Superior, Deluxe, Grand Deluxe) and suites (Junior, Presidential, Royal) are
decorated with curtains, materials and XVIII century works of art, as well as mosaics and polished
marbles. In accordance with the quality of the building, the 109 rooms are outfitted in Venetian
traditional style with touches of XIX century French style, and decorated with many collectibles.
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The class and style of Italian custom are represented by the Grand Deluxe rooms, which offer a lot
of space to dedicate to work and appreciate a relaxing break. Some Grand Deluxe rooms feature a
balcony with city views. All rooms additionally offer best in class equipment’s: free Wi-Fi, plasma
TVs, safes, closets and work areas.
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Inside the “Carracci Restaurant”, the exciting environment that can be found in all the lovely
corridors of the Majestic hotel is converged with the enthusiasm for Italian craftsmanship, history,
and haute cuisine.

The Grand Hotel Majestic Gia Baglioni offers the new health & wellness area. This spa includes a
Turkish bath, a sauna, and an experience shower with color therapy and a harmonious relaxation
room, even for private massages. The hotel offers its guests free access to the fitness area and
Techno Gym equipment.
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The Majestic Grand Hotel is the right business meetings place with best in class lightning
frameworks. The hall, together with the magnificent arcade, is a perfect area for coffee breaks,
buffets, mixed drink parties, formal occasions, business presentations and wedding parties.

Since 1990, the Majestic Grand Hotel (formerly “Baglioni”) became member of the International
Association Leading Hotels of the World, which affiliates the best hotels in the world.

For more information, please visit:

http://grandhotelmajestic.duetorrihotels.com

Tel: +39 051 225 445
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